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Abstract. Decision making for setting new policies is a challenging process as 

the current policy making system is utterly flawed. A policy is introduced by 

the decision maker when the problem domain was fully consulted by experts in 

the field. Not always all the consultants and advisers agree on details or even 

basics of such a course of action. The need for an intelligent predictive system 

is emerging. Policy making on environmental issues are even shoddier as the 

environmental systems are habitually complex, and adaptive; and introduction 

of new technologies can easily affect the guiding strategies already taken. This 

paper outlines the principles of Knowledge Management Systems. It then 

reflects on Influence Diagrams’ suitability for construction of such an 

information system through the use of the London Plan case study. An 

application of such a system is outlined by means of a probabilistic knowledge 

based IS which is developed by Influence Diagrams and can be utilized as an 

Environmental policy modeler and/or DSS.  
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1   Introduction to KMS 

There are various applications for Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) 

theories including but not limited to Distributed Databases, Ontology, and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). Knowledge Based systems which are one of the software tools in 

Intelligent Systems are the instruments to manage the knowledge [1]. The main focus 

would be on the Artificial Intelligence in this research. 

Knowledge Management Systems can be classified into two main categories; 

Distributive and Collaborative aplications. Distributive knowledge management 

system is where database plays a vital role in shaping the knowledge base, hence there 

is a structured formal database involve. On the other hand the collborative knowledge 

management system partakes an informal internal knowledge[2].  

                                                           
 



2    Types of Knowledge and Knowledge Management Systems 

Some experts still argue on the defintion of knowledge itself. knowledge is 

summation of information, skills, experience, and personal capabilities [3]. Other 

scholars also attempted to categorize and formulated knowledge and its types. 

Another categorization of knowledge is outlined in Fig. 1: 

 

Figure 1: Categories of Knowledge [4] 

Defining knowledge is not enough as the knowledge should be retained and 

gathered. There are various frameworks for knowledge acquisition. The common 

knowledge acquisition framework is illustrated in Fig. 2: 

 

Figure 2: Knowledge Acquisition Framework and Stages [5] 

According to this general framework, the first step is the declarative stage where 

the rules, standards, examples and definitions should be clearly defined. Once the 

standards are declared, the problem solving and encoding stage begins, still within the 

declarative stage. Up to this point the knowledge is still in the declarative knowledge 

acquisition mode. In the start of the procedural stage, compilation should be 

performed on the declarative acquitted knowledge.   Once the errors are fixed and the 

compilation is tuned, then the procedural knowledge acquisition is completed [5].  



Furthermore, knowledge can be transformed while in use. The general 

categorization for knowledge transformation is internal, external and socialized 

knowledge (Fig. 2). The knowledge is initially in the internal form in tacit format. The 

tacit format indicates that the knowledge still contains areas where the use is not fully 

identified. The tacit knowledge within the internal domain will be transformed into 

explicit knowledge where the standards and usages will be clarified. By having the 

formal explanations and models the knowledge can be externalized. The 

externalization on its own does not have to be formal at all circumstances. Informal 

explanations and observations in the external domain based on the explicit internal 

knowledge can still provide a means for formalization. The set formal external 

knowledge which is explicit can be widely used and become a socialised knowledge 

format [6]. 

A dynamic system model which has the learning characteristic, complexity 

elaboration and non-linear features will be able to correspond to the research 

questions within the problem domain. The complexity, non-linearity, and adaptive 

characteristics are the main factors that should be considered for selection of proper 

tool. Fig. 3 represents different software tools for Artificial Intelligence. As it is 

preferred to use a predictive design one of the following should be selected for the 

design. Generally aritificial intelligent systems are divided into two main categories 

which are Knowledge Based systems and Computational Intelligence systems.  

 

Figure 3: Artificial Intelligence areas [7] 

Some characteristics of the sustainability can be modeled using other types of 

system modeling techniques; for instance using cybernetic system approach through 

state space method for socio- ecological system. The latter has been modeled for the 

climate change by Schellnhuber [8]. 



2    Problem area 

Policitcians are having a demanding era in facing the sustainability challenges. 

Policy making as a rule happens after long periods of consultancies. Not always, all 

the consultants and polictical advisers come to a common ground in different 

scenrios. The use of predictive information Systems can be valuable in assisting the 

decision maker. These ISs have be predictive in a way that can approximate the 

outcomes of different decisions in a given scenrio. Modeling environmental states is 

quite a challenging process. The tradeoff between complexity, efficiency and 

accuracy of the Information System used for development of a DSS is crucial. Use of 

probabilistic inference is often overlooked. Influence Diagrams practices as the 

primary means for developing the knowledge base for complex environmental 

scenarios should be tested. Appraisal of Influence Diagrams and ID evaluation 

techniques can be tested by means of a case study research design type. The London 

Plan as a case study has had various discussions since 2004[9]. Using 

microeconometric theories, the required investment for policy 4A.2 has been 

calculated between 40 to 80 £Billion. Since the case study has these estimates using 

other quantitative modeling techniques, using Influence Diagrams and probablistic 

inference can be validated for these kind of modelings. Bayesian networks can be 

utilised for development of such a knowledge base, but chance nodes are required for 

development of a DSS. Therefore, Influence Diagram is a fine choice for the 

knowledge base construction. The objectives of this research would be: 

1. Knowledge management representation of the knowledge body behind the 

London Plan sustainability domain. The London Plan is the case study 

used for validation of the proposed model. 

2. Identifying an appropriate quantitative approach for modeling the 

financial domain of The London Plan. 

3    Probabilistic Networks for Knowledge Types 

Real-life state of affairs mostly modelled as group of entities demonstrating 

random variables in a “probabilistic network”. Clever graphical illustration of 

dependence and independence relations between accidental variables is a 

“probabilistic network”. Area of random variables could, for instance, help decision 

makers to identify the most beneficial decision in a given situation from the basis of a 

decision support system. 

Probabilistic networks processes and symbolize probabilistic data. Representative 

elements of a probabilistic network are a quantitative and a qualitative element. The 

qualitative component sets (conditional) belief and independence assertions along 

with a set of chance variables, informational fondness, and preferred relations [10]. 

Graphical language visually encoded the statements of (conditional) dependence and 

independence, information preference, and favourite relations. On the other hand, the 

quantitative component identifies the potency of dependence relations by means of 

probability and utility theories [11].  



The illustrative depiction of a probabilistic network, explains knowledge of a 

problem area in a clear-cut manner [12]. The illustrative depiction is perceptive and 

easy to understand, making it an ideal tool for passing statement of domain 

knowledge among experts, users, and systems. Therefore, the formalism of 

probabilistic networks is becoming an ever trendier domain knowledge representation 

for interpretation and decision making under uncertainty [11]. In this model, tacit and 

explicit knowledge are extracted using narrative extraction from plan policy reports 

and the discussions. The decision node is derived from the policy objectives. 

Therefore in this scenario, 60% CO2 reduction as the aim objective makes the 

decision node. The suitability of Influence Diagram is assessed as follows. 

4   Suitability of Influence Diagrams for Environmental Policy 

Modeling 

Despite having various modeling techniques in the field of sustainability, 

probabilistic inference and Bayesian networks models should be given high priority. 

The complexity of sustainability scenarios and understanding the systems’ resilience 

and boundary paradox are essential when analyzing and designing the case studies 

[12]. Among the quantitative techniques, agents and multi agent systems are quite 

useful as they can bring together the components of the system using agents’ 

characteristics. Furthermore the artificial intelligence techniques used in multi agent 

systems would enable the system to adapt itself with the changes faced from outside 

the boundary. But there is a major drawback with multi-agent systems as they are too 

expensive for building large Decision Support System applications. Although they 

can fairly fit fine in a CAS (Complex Adaptive System) methodology in theory [13], 

but when it comes to practice, they are not responsive to all of the components. Use of 

neural networks as the tool for modeling the inputs and the outputs based on a 

network of linked components sound very functional. But the major drawback with 

the neural networks is when it comes to its training. Training of the network in a 

sustainability scenario is almost impossible. The longitudinal study may help for the 

training, but long intervals and wait time is required for the testing. Hence practically, 

they are not usable in large complex systems where training is nearly impossible. The 

system’s dynamic models are also other quantitative techniques for sustainability 

modeling. The difficult nature of developing a system using systems’ dynamic, has 

made it again impossible for the developer to develop the model. System dynamic 

might be useful for modeling some small trade-offs in the environment where 

increase in one component would lead to a drop in another. Stella might be a good 

IDE for these small projects; but again, if the system becomes large with various 

elements in the knowledge base, analysis, design and development of the model 

would be unattainable [14].  

On the other hand, probabilistic inference, e.g. influence diagrams are fine tools for 

modeling sustainability. The adaptively of the model is an issue with probabilistic 

networks as the base for the model, but that can be easily fixed by incorporating an 

agent based engine. The use of goal oriented knowledge management systems 

theories would be a good further work for this study. This research study by means of 



the London Plan case study validates that despite having a complex scenario; 

modeling with ID would be feasible. The model would be a formal model where 

replication, testing and validation are possible using the available algorithms. The 

predictive nature of the Influence Diagrams, very good graphical interface for non-

expert users, and also accurate mathematical and probability layer would be one of 

the finest approaches to model sustainability systems with complex nature.  It still fit 

into the Complex Adaptive System structure if the agents are incorporated to give the 

adaptively feature to the system. The use of knowledge management theories would 

help to build the knowledge base for the model [15]. Selection of a specific 

probabilistic network on its own should be rationale. The reason for selection of 

Influence Diagrams over Binominal Trees and Decision trees is explained using more 

details on the other two techniques; although they can be converted to each other in 

many scenarios. 

5 KMS for the London Plan Case Study  

The final model can be implemented as decision support system for the 

stakeholders. It also has the capability of being disseminated as a web based DSS tool 

via web services techniques. There is an overlap is between probabilistic networks 

and fuzzy systems. The ID uses the same theories, but incorporates the set graphical 

interface for better understanding and modeling the problem domain. Financial 

analysis of the London Plan policy 4A.x (X=1, 2, 3) is an appropriate case study for 

this validation, although other case studies might be used. The reason for selection of 

such a case study lies within the gap in discussions and analysis of the GLA plan. The 

London Plan Policy 4A.X proposes 60% reduction in London CO2 compared to 1990 

base, using CHP (Combined Heat & Power), Energy Efficiency, and Renewable 

Energy Systems expending solar and wind [9]. The data extraction is done using a 

theoretical narrative extraction, and the design base of this research would be 

quantitative practical base. Fig. 4 outlines the high level ID for this scenario. 

Reasoning in such a model is dependent on the type of scenario under analysis. In 

this scenario, there is no ‘Explaining Away’ reasoning case between the nodes. 

Although, there are converging connections in the node orders, but explaining away 

cannot be inferred in the Extended ID developed. The converging inference can be 

assessed when the node orders are reversed using the reversal technique. There is no 

successor for this decision node and therefore the decision node removal cannot be 

considered for evaluating this ID. The reversal and node removal including barren 

node removal for this influence diagram can be further works of this piece of 

research. Casual reasoning in the model is where the UK-GDP has statistical 

dependence on the London GDP and that continues to all other proceeded nodes. 

There is various inductive reasoning in the ID where the parent nodes are not 

dependent to each other, i.e. ‘Total Costs’.  

 



 

Figure 4: High Level Influence Diagram as the Knowledge Base for Policy 

4A.x Financial Assessment 

  

    ̂   ̂     is the efficiency function for an ID. The parameters involved are 

Accuracy (A), and Complexity (C) [16]. In addition, α is the value set by the decision 

maker. This formula should be looked at with caution, as the complexity and accuracy 

of the ID should be normalized first [17]. Cobb’s formula concerning the accuracy 

and complexity functions are as follows: 
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A represents accuracy and C represents complexity. The consideration is that when 

the accuracy is maximized, the complexity of minimized and vice versa. Nmin 

represents 1 and Nmax represents 2 in Cobb’s research. The Accuracy and Complexity 

is scaled between a minimum and a maximum in order to assess a trade-off. The 

complexity of the ID expressions can be calculated using LeafCount function of the 

Mathematica IDE. Mathematics is software developed by Wolfram which can 

evaluate the complexity of functions and graphs. The calculation is simple and is 

counting the variables of any approximation within the ID. It does not only count the 

variables, but also the expressions defining the function. Therefore LeafCount is a 

function which counts the number of words, variables and constants in an expression 

[17]. The rationale behind this calculation is consideration of the memory required to 

process the function. The Complexity of an ID then is the summation of all individual 

complexities: 
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Using the LeafCount function we can simply determine the complexity of 

expressions and sub-expressions of the London Plan Policy 4A.x. For instance: 

In[1]:=LeafCount [399943*Num_london_propertie]  

Out[1]=3 

In[2]:=Level [399943 + * + Num_london_propertie, Heads  True] 

Out[2]= {Multiply, 399943, Num_london_propertie} 

The complexity of the RoI node expression is 3. That is summed up to complexity 

outputs from the LeafCount function in Mathematica on other nodes. If there are 

combinatory expressions in the ID, then the NestList function of Mathematica, lists 

all the expression in combinations and then the LeafCount can be run. The complexity 

of the whole Extended Influence Diagram for considering the Leafcount function is 

done manually and the number 50 is reached.  

For finding Accuracy of Influence Diagram accuracy, the mean squared error 

between the analytical decision rule and the ID decision rule should be calculated. 

The found Accuracy and Complexity values are then traded off using the stated 

formulas. Cobb’s minimum and Maximum (N) and be scaled using other values, but 

the technique remains the same. The efficiency of an ID can also be affected by the 

decision makers’ amendments using α variable [17]. 

This model also validates the approximations on predicting the financial costs of 

the policy which gives practical values to this research study. The result of the 

research indicates the estimated costs of the London plan policy concerning CO2 

reduction has been within the discussed outcomes. The output of the simulation states 

that the London plan would cost £Billion 68.84. This number is derived after 

subtraction of £Billion 12.06 Billion pounds return on investment from the total costs 

which was £Billion 80.9. The simulations are performed within Analytica IDE, but 

other environments can also be utilized for simulation.  

However, Analytica is a simulation-based tool, and currently cannot prescribe an 

optimal solution for the detection network. Although unavailable in software tools, 

influence diagrams with continuous variables can be found in the literature, Again, 

none of the works is applicable to the parallel detection network structure. Now 

consider a variation where we remove the continuous variables, i.e., the 

measurements from the sensor, and transform the local decision makers to be chance 

nodes. 

This yields an alternative model, which is equivalent a similar structure was 

introduced by Heckerman to analyze the value of information for diagnosis. In this 

configuration, the subordinate decision makers provide evidence or local decisions 

[18]. 

6    Conclusion, limitation and further works 

There are number of limitations to this model. One the limitations of this research 

study would be the all-embracing complexities involved. The complexities do not 

only arise from the financial domains of the policy, but also the social and 

environmental facets as well.  



Another constraint of this research project has been the consideration of only the 

financial facets of the policy plan. The social limitations and all environmental 

restraints reside outside the boundary of this study. Knowing that this project involves 

an open system analysis, therefore, not considering those two facts would restrain the 

overall result of the research work.  

On the case study, there are some zones where the plan policy has not clarified 

fully. For instance the choice of 60% reduction by 2050 within policy has not been 

explained. In addition to that a comparative financial analysis has not been provided 

in the policy. This could be used as a framework for comparing the results of this 

project and other similar projects and the policy plan results.  

There are some limitations in Knowledge Management Systems.These limitations 

in KMS are defined as: 

1. Tacit knowledge cannot be easily monitored and managed, 

2. Involvement of the stakeholders in a dynamic and up to date management of 

their knowledge, 

3. Interactions between stakeholders might be limited, 

4. System is not necessarily adaptive [20]. 

Recent research on goal oriented models suggests that Knowledge Management 

Systems can be developed in a goal oriented friendly format. The initial proposal for 

goal oriented KMS was introduced in 2004, but still various research is taking place 

concerting this topic. In theory the goal oriented KMS would have the adaptively, 

innovation and replication characteristics [21].  Although this is out of scope of this 

study, but a future work on ID model developed in this research work might be 

implementation of its goal oriented KMS which has the mentioned here 

characteristics.  
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